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ideas
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During 2019-21, NTLT supported 13 trust schools to take partabout
in PSQM,
working with local hub leader Anna Hammill.

How has PSQM changed science at Blenheim?

PSQM is a yearlong CPD process which helps schools to achieve a quality mark for science, focusing on developing effective, confident
PSQM has brought the whole school community together with a clearly defined
science leadership for whole school impact on science teaching and learning. Schools receive PSQM, PSQM GILT or PSQM OUTREACH. The
purpose. The profile of science has increased considerably. The consistency of
quality mark is valid for three years and can be achieved by all types of schools with primary-aged children, including first, primary, middle
science teaching and learning has improved, and science is now taught every week.
and special schools.
Teachers now have resources to hand that support the planning and assessment of
science, and are enthusiastic to implement new approaches and review what works
well.

PSQM OUTREACH Case Study

There is a palpable ‘buzz’ around science as a subject. Quality support and CPD
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ways,
including
events such as NTLT’s World of Work project, first aid lessons and dedicated weeks focusing
on science, sport and health.
“I met some Scientists. They were cool. I worked like a Scientist.
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awesome!”
school
is a member of a Primary Science Teaching Trust (PSTT) cluster which meets regularly to share good practice in science and
develophas
exciting
opportunities
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The science leader, Gemma Robson, delivers CPD and supports other schools through her role as an
How
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accredited
STEM Lead
Facilitator.
Rhian’s
confidence
as a subject
leader has soared as a result of being involved
with PSQM. She is determined to continue using the PSQM cycle of improvement and to lead and motivate her colleagues towards the goal of
Why PSQM?
outstanding
teaching and learning in science across the whole school.
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Gemma felt that applying for PSQM would give recognition for her work supporting other schools and to the staff who go ‘above and
beyond’ providing good science teaching experiences for children. She also thought that it would be a useful tool to audit and extend science
While recognising that PSQM is challenging, she whole heartedly recommends it to any subject leader, whether new to subject leadership – ‘it
further and
was keen
become
wider
range of resources
andtoopportunities
as part of the PSQM community. The head teacher
provides
everything
youtoneed’
– oraware
to the of
more
experienced,
as a chance
reflect and develop.
was fully supportive of Gemma’s request to apply for ‘PSQM OUTREACH’ which recognises established leadership with sustained impact on
improving science within the school and also externally in other schools.
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How has PSQM changed science at Wallsend Jubilee Primary?
The biggest impact from PSQM was the way that science was viewed. The vision and principles for good science, drawn up alongside pupils
and parents, added to the inclusive nature of the process and allowed all stakeholders to be a part of the PSQM journey. Links between EYFS
and Key Stages One & Two were strengthened, with both the science leader and EYFS leader having a full and secure understanding of science
progression through school, which was not explicit previously.
Revising the science vision to include opportunities for developing pupils’ science capital in every key stage resulted in an enriched curriculum
offer. There was a shift in teaching and learning; CPD for science became a priority in the whole school training and monitoring diary. As a
result, staff were upskilled, resulting in engaging and fully immersive lessons. Outdoor learning was further improved with the development
of an outdoor classroom, timetabled for all classes to use in all weathers. Children are now more involved in science; for example, Year Five/
Six children have helped to run a science club and a parent-pupil science day.
“There is a much more explorative approach to science teaching, where pupils are encouraged to ask their own questions and find
things out for themselves, rather than being ‘taught the answers’ by their teachers. The new outdoor area has gone down a storm, and
even our younger pupils, who at the start of our journey were unable to tell me what science was, can now eloquently describe what
they have been doing in science!” (Gemma Robson, Science Leader)

What is PSQM?

“We went on a leaf hunt to see how many different coloured leaves we could find.” (Reception child)
PSQM is a yearlong CPD programme that helps schools to achieve a quality mark for science. It focuses on developing effective,
confident science leadership for whole school impact on science teaching and learning.

How has PSQM changed the science leader Gemma?
Whyframework
PSQM?and support from the hub leader helped Gemma to develop existing good practice at Wallsend Jubilee Primary under
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PSQM is a community: of subject leaders meeting together locally with an expert hub leader for training and support; of schools
across the country sharing expertise, challenges and successes; and of organisations and individuals providing great support for
Taking part in PSQM has resulted in significant personal development for Gemma. She was
primary science.
already delivering CPD (for the local authority and STEM Learning) and advising the local STEM
• PSQM makes a difference to the profile and quality of science in primary schools.
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How does PSQM work?
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1. audit current provision for science;
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4. implement the plan and evaluate the impact on science teaching and learning;
5. compile a reflective submission to demonstrate how the criteria have been met.

Gemma’s
The criteriaadvice
are differentiated for each Primary Science Quality Mark to ensure that there is appropriate challenge and development
for all schools, whatever their starting point. Over 60% of schools begin with PSQM, but for some schools, where effective leadership
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They cover all aspects of science provision:
they were the most useful element of our journey. Once I got going, I found it easy to identify
• Science Leadership - vision and value, development goals, monitoring and professional development for subject leadership;
areas of strength that had moved forward which I was then able to share and celebrate with
• Science Teaching - CPD, teaching strategies, resources;
our whole school community.”
• Science Learning - science enquiry, assessment, science capital;
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Wallsend Jubilee Primary School successfully
achieved ‘PSQM Outreach’ in May 2021.
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